GENERAL SESSIONS

BEST PRACTICES FOR DIVERSITY IN YOUR ORGANIZATION
Tricia Hatley, P.E., F.NSPE, President & Rick Guerra, P.E., F.NSPE, President-Elect, National Society of Professional Engineers

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT PANEL
Panelists - Edward A. Hubner PE, CxA, F.MDSPE, Managing Principal, EBL Engineers and Joe Zauner, Owner and President, Zauner & Mtimet, P.A. and Lawrence F. Kreis, Jr.

INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SMART CITIES
Anil Ahuja, Managing Principal of the Chicago Office and President

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

CIVIL - SMART CITIES AND THE NEED FOR A CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE APPROACH
Ian McAndrew PhD FRAeS, Dean of Doctoral Programs, Capitol Technology University

MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL - ANnapolis SOLAR BUILT ON LANDFILL
Usman Mirza, EDF Renewable Energy

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE - LESSONS LEARNED FROM PAST LAWSUITS
Terrence McShane, Esquire, President, MCSHANE PC

SPECIAL TOPICS - TOUCHLESS FIELD REPORTING AND ANALYTICS IN THE AGE OF COVID-19
Andrew Smart, Associate, Vice-President, EBA Engineering

GENERAL SESSIONS

HOW PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY DPW&T COPEs WITH THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Erv T. Beckert, PE, Chief, Highway and Bridge Design Division, Prince George’s County DPW&T

EAST COAST OFFSHORE WIND - A $100 BILLION OPPORTUNITY PANEL
Panelists - Harry Warren, Co-founder, Center for Renewables Integration; Chairman Jason M. Stanek, Maryland Public Service Commission & Liz Burdock, President & CEO, The Business Network for Offshore Wind

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

CIVIL
BICYCLE & PEDESTRIAN MOBILITY WITH AV
Dr. Sogand Karbalaieali, Transportation Engineer, ATCS

HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE TUNNEL PRESENTATION
David Field, Regional Tunnel Practice Leader, Senior Vice President, Mott MacDonald

MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL
AN UPDATE ON SMART AND INTELLIGENT BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Chris Larry, PE, CEM, CEP, CIPE, CxA, LEED AP, Director of Energy Engineering EXP

FIRE PROTECTION WATER FLOW TESTS: PITFALLS, UNCERTAINties, CONCERNS
Jeff McBride, P.E., EBL Engineers

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
THE RISK SPECTRUM OF CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES
Justin Klein and Barb Sable, Klein Agency

MENTORING ON PURPOSE
James Scott, P.E., TiePoint-bkm, PC

SPECIAL TOPICS
INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF INACTION
Chuck Lacey, Jr. PE, IoT Engineer, 540 Technologies

INDUSTRY UPDATES AND CHANGES FOR P.E. APPROVALS ON PUBLIC UTILITY PROJECTS
Steven J. Troch, Manager – Gas Engineering & Asset Performance, RK&K